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That Which Roams 

A spirit: the life force of a man. The human being was constructed with body and 

breath; but without the soul, he is merely a dried corpse lying senseless in the dust that 

he came from. A body is temporary, and a breath is fleeting. But a soul is lasting, and a 

spirit is forever. 

Not long after time commenced, a spirit known as Dagahr began wandering the 

mortal realm. Though spirits were known as creatures who found joy in terrifying 

mortals, Dagahr’s only joy was to survey the majestic spectacles of the human world. 

Whether in the ocean depths or at the summit of the sky, there came a deep reverence 

to Dagahr. 

Years ago, Dagahr dwelled in the mountains, a perfect residence for a creature 

of his particular penchants. The display from atop the northern peaks seemed almost 

the scope of heaven. Amid the verdant valleys laid a profusion of tall, winding 

mountains, each cloaked in a lush shroud of forests, complete with sinuous trails that 

imparted travelers with a sensation of being swept up by a rolling wave, curving up then 

down; left then right; down then left; right then up. Stones were in a great abundance 

there- some large, some small, some smooth, some jagged, some resting upon the 

edges of the pathways, and some protruding from the ground, seemingly as if in an 

attempt to escape from the soil. The trees bore an analogous affinity to the rocks in 

relation to the profusion of them scattered throughout the woodlands. Each tree, 



whether it be a mighty oak broadening into a strong, hulking wooden mass, or a thin 

pine ascending into the stars, allured Dagahr; for he regarded the trees as the scribes of 

the valleys. Each broken branch, abandoned nest, and serrated indent in the trunks 

chronicled the previous happenings of the mountain. And when the fog descended, it 

became an even greater sensation; for it is then that one can see what is directly before 

him, and not what is yet to come. 

It chanced that on a certain black December night in a year that cannot be 

recalled by any living person today, Dagahr came across a rustic, little cabin, hidden 

deep in a lengthy thicket of trees and bushels. Peering through the windowpane, 

Dagahr surveyed the structure for some sign of inhabitants; there was no one. 

A rather obnoxious creaking began to emanate from the side of the house. At the 

lock being unlatched, the door was propelled open by the blustering winter wind. In 

addition to the leaves and dirt being hurled inside, entered a cloaked figure, obscured 

by its overcoat. Although garbed in rather hefty apparel, Dagahr was able to discern the 

figure as a human woman. Golden blonde hair managed to conceal her face at first. But 

she removed her cloak and her hair parted. Dagahr had never seen such a blue. He 

had studied the sky and memorized the sea; yet, he had never seen such a blue as that 

which this woman gazed with.  

Dagahr had presumably witnessed each and every natural phenomenon, but 

before that night, he could not have grasped the mere idea of beauty such as this: a 

woman. From then on, Dagahr roamed no longer. His only pleasure now was to 

observe this newfound wonder. 



Dagahr soliloquized, a tendency he had developed in the course of his solitary 

lifetime. “If I ne’er again witness the seasons again, then so be it. If I am to ne’er behold 

blue waters, rushing waves, nor another streaming crystal cascade, so be it. If I ne’er 

again watch a sunrise nor a sunset, then so be it. For none have sparked such 

intoxicating passions as this.” 

He realized, of course, that a spirit such as he could not be with a mortal. Yet his 

zeal did not dwindle. Death is a voracious entity with a perpetual gluttony. Dagahr knew 

her end was inevitable. So, he waited.  

Seven long, monotonous decades had passed since Dagahr first encountered 

the girl. Her once-golden hair had turned grey, and her skin, though formerly the 

complexion of a goddess, had grown thin and furrowed.  Still, the spirit remained 

hopeful that death may make note of her, thereby granting her to him. 

Dagahr had not been cognizant of time before this. Spirits possessed no 

conception of chronology or duration, nor were they intended to. Yet, somehow, the 

days began to decelerate. An entire century would seem a single moment prior to the 

girl; a mere moment was now a century.  

Once again, he soliloquized. “How is it that my joy causes me such agony? I 

have known eons. I was when this universe was not. When I roamed, I awaited nothing; 

patience was of no necessity to me. But I have succumbed to mortal passion. Such a 

fate has not befell an immortal since the days of the Greeks. My heart aches as I wait 

for her death. But my grim peer does nothing, thus grieving me only further. I love this 

woman. No sea, nor sky, nor mountain, nor valley, nor any other telluric cynosure shall 

ever be enough now that I’ve found her. I want her. I need her. I shall have her. And if 



death shall be of no aid to me, so be it. I abandoned the art of horror long ago, denying 

my instinct to terrify. But if I must do death’s work to usher my love from this base realm, 

then I shall be the gruesome beast I was to be.” 

Sorrow was not intended to plague spirits, yet Dagahr suffered as he tossed 

aside the heavy burden of tenderness and embraced an evil he had not known in eons. 

A cabin in the woods. Who can know what occurs in such a location, where none 

can hear your voice…or your screams? This particular place was left untouched for 

generations. But when it was finally discovered, the sole finding was the withered 

remains of what had once been a woman with golden hair and ocean-blue eyes. None 

shall ever know this due to the aspect of her shriveled cadaver, but the woman’s final 

countenance was one of horror, with eyes insinuating the very devil had appeared 

before her. 

 


